Comparative analyses of 454 pyrosequencing fungal ITS sequences processing methods
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Introduction

Methods for environmental studies

Usual OTU distribution example

The ecosystem management requests knowledge of biodiversity, spatial and temporal dynamics of
diverse communities, their roles and their potential interactions in the environment. The new
sequencing technologies (e.g. 454 pyrosequencing), allow now to obtain a detailed taxonomic
composition of microbial communities. However, inherent sequencing errors of these technologies lead
to artefactual OTUs (Operation Taxon Units), in particular singletons which represent around 50% of
OTUs. These errors induce bias in OTU's identification (and OTU's clustering) and can induce an
overestimation of the real diversity. That's why, it's very important to identify and eliminate sequencing
errors before taxonomic assignation step. Different programs, which solve these problems, are
available to study bacterial biodiversity using gene coding ribosomal DNA 16S. However, rare programs
are currently available to study fungal biodiversity using ribosomal intergenic spacer sequence (ITS).
The aim of this study was to associate different bioinformatic programs used to clean 454
pyrosequencing sequences to reduce artefactual OTU's redundancy without modifying the supposed
fungal diversity of the studied environment.

Methods
Rk : - Mothur (Schloss, 2009) and AmpliconNoise (Quince, 2011) programs dedicated for DNAr 16S analyzes
- Pipeline 1 used as an indicator of diversity overestimation (Dickie, 2010)
- Pipeline 6 (Mothur) equivalent of Pipeline 4 (AmpliconNoise)
- Add two steps of clustering in all the pipelines to limit the redundancy effect

a.

a. Association of different sequence processing programs (six different pipelines) :
- sff file demultiplexing programs (Dem): sffinfo , flower
- trimming (T)/ denoising (D) programs : Mothur [M], AmpliconNoise [A], trimSeq.pl

b.

b. Extraction of ITS1 region with Fungal ITSextractor program (Nilson et al., 2010)
Selection of ITS1 regions according to their length (≥ 100 bp)

c.

c. Six successive clusterings of ITS1 regions with more than 97% of similarity with Usearch (iddef = 2)
Creation of abundance matrix (number of sequences by cluster by samples)

d.

d. OTU Taxonomic assignation by similarity using BlastN program (e-value cut off 1e-05) against NCBI nt
database curated

e.

e. OTU clustering by gi number

Aims :
 Test the efficiency of these six pipelines using three different data sets of around 100,000 reads (ITS sequences), obtained from environmental DNA of
different sites : tropical and temperate forests and truffle orchards inoculated with Tuber melanosporum (most abundant species and internal standard).
 Do statistical analyzes (number of selected reads, number of OTU, number of singletons, mean number of reads by OTU, mean length of OTU).
 Try to evaluate the diversity at species level with MEGAN.

Results
Pipeline's results comparison for truffle orchards data set

Top twelve of the most abundant species for the six pipelines
B

A

 Results for pipelines with several steps of denoising (Pipelines 4, 5 and 6) :
=> Important reduction of the reads number supporting OTUs (A and B): relative abundance
=> Important singleton number > 50% (A)
=> Tuber melanosporum (control) ranked in the 12th place for pipeline 4 and pipeline 5
 Results for the three first pipelines:
=> Tuber melanosporum ranked in the first place supported by more 10, 000 reads (B)
=> Reduction of singleton number < 50% (A)
=> For pipeline 3 only, shorter consensus sequences, small number of selected reads
Impact of the six successive clusterings on Usearch program results
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=> two clustering steps essential to reduce redundancy effect of 50%
=> two clustering steps essential to have 100% of unique consensus sequences

Rq : Tuber melanosporum represented by 2 gi number and 6 OTUs, after 6 clustering steps

=> real nucleotide variability or bad reads cleaning ?

Conclusions
Increasing number of denoising steps impacts richness values and the possibility to use read numbers as a relative abundance proxy. These steps can modify also the real order of most abundant
species (e.g. Tuber melanosporum) and increase the number of singletons, potentially artificial. However, only one trimming step is not efficient. Indeed, whether the trimming program isn't enough
stringent and the diversity is overestimate or it's too stringent and the number of selected reads is reduced and consensus sequence lengths are too short . Finally, only one step of denoising, before
trimming, is recommended.

=> Pipeline 2, which have an unique step of denoising and trimming done by the same program trim.flows (Mothur) seems the best option in our studies
=> several steps of clustering improves the quality of analysis with Usearch, reducing redundancy effect with 100% of unique consensus sequences
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